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List of Abbreviations 
+ morpheme break 
1 first person 
2 second person 
3 third person 
C consonant 
D dual 
EX exclusive 
FUT future 
GEN genitive (possession & control) 
INSTR instrument 
IR irrealis 
LOC locative 
ms milliseconds 
n any number 
NEG negative 
NFUT non-future 
NPAST non-past 
OF object focus 
P plural 
PAST past 
POSS possessive 
PROS prospective aspect 
PROV pro-verb 
S singular 
TAM tense, aspect, mood 
TM topic marker 
TRSV transitional semi-vowel 
V vowel 
VH vowel harmony 
WH WH-question 
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0 Introduction 
Konai (local spelling J`k ó̀hè) is a Papuan language belonging to the 

Strickland Plain Sub-Family of the Bosavi Language Family (Shaw 1986), of 
the Central and South New Guinea Stock of the Trans-New Guinea Phylum 
(Wurm 1982). 

The Konais live in the Murray River area, west of the Strickland River in 
the northeast corner of the Western Province of PNG. The people number about 
400. They live in seven major villages: Dahamo, Debele, Edolo, Fokona, 
Gayabi, Sesenabi and Tinahai. There are three dialects: the Lowland, Foothill 
and Mountain dialects. In addition there are two villages, Oguotibi and 
Tougohai, still on the west side of the Strickland, where they speak a dialect 
more related to the Fembe language, spoken on the east side of river and 
belonging to the same sub-family as Konai. Socially though, the people in these 
two villages belong very much to the Konais. The phonological differences 
between the dialects are minor, all of them sharing the same phonemes (see 
Årsjö & Årsjö 2004a). 

Vance & Patty Woodyard, Pioneers/ECPNG, worked among the Konais in the 
80’s and early 90’s and wrote the first phonology paper together with Murray & 
Joan Rule, APCM/ECP(NG)1 in 1985, with an update in 1990. We are indebted to 
them for all their hard work. We did the original OPD in May 1995, after one 
year of language work, and updated it in January 2005, after ten years of 
language work. 

The data was collected from people from all villages, except Tougohai. It 
was collected from stories, conversations and wordlists, during translation 
sessions, workshops and while just interacting with people. Many people have 
been involved in teaching us their language, but if someone should be specially 
mentioned, it is Sodipae Dabaga of Dahamo village, who has checked most of 
our dictionary entries, many of which include a phonetic transcription. Thanks 
also to Hobert Gisiabo of Sesenabi village who spent many hours recording 
words to help us finish off this paper. Stress, length and tone were analysed 
using the CECIL Speech Analysis System, version 2.1 and the Speech Analyzer, 
version 1.5 and 2.6. 

Many thanks to Dr. Steve Parker for consultant help. 
The major areas of interest are syllabification, vowel harmony and what we 

have called bleed-through. 

                                                 
1 Asia Pacific Christian Mission/Evangelical Church of Papua (New Guinea). 
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1 Phonology 
Under this section we will outline the phonemes and the suprasegmentals: 

nasalisation, tone, stress, length and intonation. We will show the syllable 
structure, starting with the basic patterns and go on to discuss contrasting 
syllabification. The last three sections will be about consonant harmony, vowel 
harmony and what we have called bleed-through. 

Note that nasalisation is a feature of the word, not of a single vowel 
phoneme. It is not that nasal vowels contrast with oral vowels. Rather, there are 
nasal words which contrast with non-nasal words. This means that nasalisation 
is analysed as a suprasegmental feature and that it is phonemic. It is marked in 
the orthography by underlining the last vowel or diphthong in a nasal word. 
1.1 Phonemes 

There are thirteen consonant phonemes, including two semi-vowels, and six 
vowel phonemes. In addition there are four diphthongs. The last section under 
this heading is about phoneme alternation. 
 

1.1.1 Consonants 
There are 13 consonant phonemes, including two semi-vowels. 

1.1.1.1 Phonetic Work Chart and Formational Statement, Consonants 

 Bilabial Dental Alveolar Retroflex Velar Glottal 

Plosive   p    b   t      d    k      
  k 

 

Nasal        m         n 
  

               h  

Flap               

Fricative             s               h 

Lateral Approximant           

/w/ [] voiced, near-close, back, 
 half-rounded vowel 

/j/ [] voiced, near-close, front, 
  unrounded vowel 
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All consonants are made with egressive lung air. 
/p/ [p] voiceless unaspirated bilabial plosive, occurs word medially in  loan 

words only.2 
;jnod= /kp/ [kpæ] ‘cup’ 

/b/ [] voiced bilabial fricative, occurs inter-vocalically in free variation 
 with [b], though rather more often than [b] in this position, but  never if 
the following consonant is //. 
;gdad= /hb/ [hæ] ‘tree’ 
[b] voiced bilabial plosive, occurs elsewhere, word initially and 

medially. 
;a`an›= /bbo/ [bo] ‘maternal uncle’ 
;gnankn›= /hoboo/ [hbo] ‘sing-sing.NPAST’ 

/t/ [t] voiceless unaspirated dental plosive, occurs word initially and 
 medially. 
 ;shan= /tib/ [t i] ‘flying fox’ 
;snkn›= /too/ [t o] ‘hold.NPAST’ 
;l`s`= /mt/ [mt] ‘cockroach’ 

/d/ [d] voiced dental plosive, occurs word initially and medially. 
;ct= /du/ [du] ‘to hear’ 
;ch`= /di/ [d] ‘prawn’ 
;c`k`= /d/ [d] ‘to be’ 
;n›c`a`= /odb/ [od] ‘day after tomorrow’ 

/k/ [k] voiceless unreleased velar plosive, occurs word finally in names 
ending in  /k/ borrowed from English. 

;Chj= /dik/ [dik] ‘Dick’ 
[k] voiceless unaspirated velar plosive, occurs word initially and 

medially. 
;jhxnt= /kijo/ [ki.o] ‘fig’ 
;jnkn= /k/ [k] ‘skin/bark’ 
;`vdjh= /wk/3 [ki] ‘knife’ 
;ltjtnó= /muk/4 [muk] ‘nose’ 

                                                 
2 An alternative analysis would have [p] as an allophone of //. However, as [p] only 
occurs word medially in a few loan words, there are no contrasting environments. But 
there are no minimal pairs either, and hardly any analogous pairs (one of the better ones 
is [kpæ] 'cup' and [ke] 'blood'), so neither analysis has much to support it. 
3 See 2.3.1 SOME VOWEL ALLOPHONES, HOW TO WRITE THEM: /V/. 
4 See 1.5 BLEED-THROUGH and 2.3.3 BLEED-THROUGH, HOW TO WRITE IT. 
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// [] voiced velar fricative, occurs inter-vocalically in free variation with 
[], but not if the following consonant is // 

;l`f`= /m/ [m] ‘jaw’ 

 [] voiced velar plosive, occurs elsewhere, word initially and medially. 
;f`kh= /i/ [i] ‘edible animal’ 
;enfn›= /o/ [o] ‘to leave’ 
;jtftn= /ku/ [ku] ‘book’ 
;cdfdkd= /d/ [dæ] ‘do.FUT’ 

/m/ [m] voiced bilabial nasal, occurs word initially and medially. 
;l`ah= /mbi/ [mi] ‘cloud’ 
;ctltó= /dmu/ [dmu] ‘finished’ 

// [] voiceless bilabial fricative, occurs word initially and medially. 
;enenó›ó= /oo/ [oo] ‘mud’ 
;enkn= // [] ‘to go up’ 
;g`edóhè= /h/ [he] ‘close to’ 

/s/ [s] voiceless alveolar fricative, occurs word initially and medially 
;rn= /s/ [s] ‘dog’ 
;rhn= /si/ [s] ‘bird’ 
;lnrnó= /ms/ [ms] ‘house’ 

/h/ [h] voiceless nasalised glottal fricative, occurs word initially preceding 
[uv] and [iv]. 
;gtdóhè= /hu/ [he] ‘water’ 
;ghxdó= /hiæ/ [hi.æ] ‘a vegetable’5 

 [h] voiceless glottal fricative, occurs elsewhere, word initially and medially. 
;gdh= /h/ [he] ‘axe’ 
;chgh= /dihi/ [dihi] ‘child’ 
;gngnó= /hh/ [hh] ‘joy’ 

                                                 
5 Tok Pisin: 'pitpit' (Saccharum edule). 
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/w/ [] voiced, near-close, back, half-rounded vowel, interpreted as a 
consonant when occurring preceding V (≠/u/) word initially and 
between Vs (the last one ≠/u/). 
;vn= /w/ [] ‘to attack’ 
;cn›v`= /dow/ [do] ‘hornbill’ 

/j/ [] voiced, near-close, front, unrounded vowel, interpreted as a 
consonant when occurring preceding V ≠/i/ word initially and 
between Vs (the last one ≠/i/). 
;xn= /j/ [] ‘banana’ 
;adxd= /bjæ/ [bæ] ‘possum/rat’ 

// [n] voiced dental nasal, occurs word and clitic initially. 
;m ó̀= //6 [n] ‘2S’ 
;`ómn›rh= /osi/ [n osi] ‘but I’…( ó̀,noû,rh  ‘1s-only-but’) 

[] voiced flapped alveolar vibrant, occurs following /tV/, /dV/ and in 
free variation with [] following /sV/. 
;snkn›= /too/ [to] ‘hold.NPAST’ 
;c`k`= /d/ [d] ‘have’ 
;rdkd= /sæ/ [sæ] ‘money’ 

[] voiced retroflex alveolar nasal, occurs word medially in nasal 
words. 
;gtkh ó̀= /hu/7 [hui] ‘dark’ 
;l`k ó̀= /m/ [m] ‘younger sibling’ 

[] voiced retroflex alveolar lateral, occurs elsewhere, word medially. 
;mdkd= // [næ] ‘2D’ 
;snankn›= /toboo/ [tbo] ‘speak.NPAST’ 

                                                 
6 See 2.2 ORTHOGRAPHIC CHOICES NEEDING EXPLANATION: //. 
7 See 1.5 BLEED-THROUGH and 2.3.3 BLEED-THROUGH, HOW TO WRITE IT. 
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1.1.1.2 Phoneme Chart, Consonants 
bilabial dental to palatal velar and glottal  

voiceless voiced voiceless voiced voiceless voiced 
plosive p b t  d  k  
nasal  m     
fricative   s  h  
approximant  w  j   
lateral 
approximant 

      

1.1.1.3 Contrasts, Consonants8 
;an›= /bo/ [bo] ‘white-man’ 
;ln›= /mo/ [mo] ‘for nothing’ 
;enó›ó= /o/ [o] ‘to whistle’ 
;vn›= /wo/ [o] ‘to look after’ 
;sn›= /to/ [to] ‘to hold’ 
;cn›= /do/ [do] ‘to draw (water)’ 
;rn›= /so/ [so] ‘a green’9 
;xn›= /jo/ [o] ‘stone’ 
;mnó›ó= /o/ [no] ‘to plant a garden’ 
;jnó›ó= /ko/ [ko] ‘to carry on one’s head’ 
;fn›= /o/ [o] ‘shoot/seedling’ 
--- 
;,a`= /-b/ [-b] ‘if/when’ 
;l ó̀= /m/ [m] ‘1S.POSS’ 
;e`= // [] ‘kind of edible greens’ 
;v`= /w/ [] ‘beg your pardon?’ 
;s`= /t/ [t] ‘bow’ 
;c`= /d/ [d] ‘to dig’ 
;r`= /s/ [s] ‘ground’ 
;x`= /j/ [] ‘to go.P’ 
;m ó̀= // [n] ‘to eat’ 
;j`= /k/ [k] ‘to cut’ 

                                                 
8 See footnote 2 for /p/. 
9 Tok Pisin: 'aipika' (Abelmoschus manihot). 
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;f`= // [] ‘to gather’ 
;g`= /h/ [h] ‘to cut (to make a garden)’ 
--- 
;ldkd= /mæ/ [mæ] ‘roof cap’ 
;edkd= /æ/ [æ] ‘burn.FUT’ 
--- 
;sdkd= /t/ [tæ] ‘remove.FUT’ 
;cdkd= /d/ [dæ] ‘right (not left)’ 
;rdkd= /s/ [sæ] ‘money’ 
--- 
;mdkd= // [næ] ‘2D’ 
;jdkd= /k/ [kæ] ‘there’ 
--- 
;gdkd= /h/ [hæ] ‘yes’ 

 
1.1.2 Vowels 
There are 6 vowel phonemes and 4 diphthongs. 

1.1.2.1 Phonetic Work Chart and Formational Statement, Vowels 

 i    u 
() 10   ()10 

  ↑  o 
  ←→ ↑  

  ↓ ←→  
 æ  ↓  
     

 

                                                 
10 [] near-close, front, unrounded vowel and [] near-close, back, half-rounded vowel 
occur in consonant position word initially and medially (see 1.1.1.1…CONSONANTS: .v. 

and .i.). These two sounds also occur as off-glides of the diphthongs (see 1.1.2.3... 
DIPHTHONGS). We do realise there are other ways to analyse [u]/[]//w/ and [i]/[]//j/. 

[] and [] are allophones 
of all phonemes, due to 
vowel harmony (see 
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All vowels are voiced and made with egressive lung air. 

/i/ [] open-mid, front, unrounded vowel, occurs word initially before 
syllables with /i/. 

;dkh= /ii/11 [i] ‘go.NFUT’ 
;dfh= /ii/ [i] ‘stone’ 

[i] close, front, unrounded vowel, occurs elsewhere, word initially, 
medially and finally. 
;hjnjd= /ikk/ [ikkæ] ‘nail’ 
;shfh= /tii/ [tii]  ‘vine’ 
;vnvh= /wwi/ [i] ‘butterfly’ 

// [æ] near-open, front, unrounded vowel, occurs word finally.12 

;g`a`fd= /h/ [hæ] ‘later’ 
[] open-mid, front, unrounded vowel, occurs elsewhere, word initially 

and medially. 
;dórnedóhè= /s/ [ se] ‘by him/herself’ 
;gdkd= /h/ [hæ] ‘yes’ 

// [] open, central, half-rounded vowel, occurs word initially, medially 
and finally. 
;`r`= /s/ [s] ‘ringworm’ 
;a`fn= /b/ [b] ‘hornbill’ 
;rhx`= /sij/ [si.] ‘sugarcane’ 

/u/ [u]  close, back, rounded vowel, occurs word initially, medially and 
finally. 
;tkhdó= /u/ [uiæ] ‘cicada’ 
;ftkd= /u/ [uæ] ‘fish spear’ 
;rtatkt= /subuu/ [su] ‘sweet potato’ 

                                                 
11 See 2.3.1 SOME VOWEL ALLOPHONES, HOW TO WRITE THEM: /i/. 
12 In nasal verbs taking the suffix ;,d= 'FUT', which usually would be pronounced [æ], 
the pronunciation may vary between [æ], [] and even [e]. 
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/o/ [o] close-mid, back, rounded vowel, occurs word initially, medially, 
and finally. 
;n›ananó›ó= /obbo/ [oo] ‘bee’ 
;ln›rh= /mosi/ [mosi] ‘a bird of prey’ 
;rn›= /so/ [so] ‘a green’ 

// [] open, back, rounded vowel, occurs word initially, medially and 
finally, generally following or preceding /w/, /u/ and following //. 
;nvn›= /wo/ [o] ‘older sister’ 
;ftnjn›= /uko/ [ko] ‘stomach’ 
;anknó= /b/ [b ] ‘good’ 

[] open-mid, back, rounded vowel, occurs elsewhere, word initially, 
medially and finally. 
;nkn›edóhè= /o/ [oe] ‘all’ 
;lnfn= /m/ [m] ‘friend’ 
;n= // [] ‘man’ 

In addition to the allophones listed under each vowel phoneme, the following 
applies (see 1.6.2 VOWEL HARMONY IN ROOTS). 
/V/ [], [], [Ø] occur word medially, preceding a syllable with a vowel of the 

same kind, i.e. in a word with the same vowel in two consecutive syllables, 
the vowel in the first of these syllables becomes centralised or disappears 
altogether. 

;cheh= /dii/ [di] ‘hot’ 
;edkdó= // [æ] ‘come up’ 
;f`a`= /b/ [] ‘to step over’ 
;jnln›= /komo/ [kmo] ‘a bird’ 
;ctkt= /duu/ [du] ‘is hearing’ 
;enkn= // [] ‘go up’ 

1.1.2.2 Phoneme Chart, Vowels 
 front central back 

close i  u 
close-mid   o 
open-mid    
open    

See also 1.1.2.4 CONTRASTS: VOWELS AND DIPHTHONGS. 
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1.1.2.3 Chart and Formational Statement, Diphthongs 

  o 

   

   

There is contrast between the phoneme /o/ <oû> and the diphthong /o/ 
<ou>, e.g. toboû ‘to say’ and tobou ‘said’. 

There is also a non-frequent contrast between the phoneme // <o> and the 
diphthong // <ou>, e.g. mogo ‘friend’ and mogou ‘mouth.’13 

Among the front vowels, there is contrast between // <e> and // <ei>, e.g. 
cdfd ‘to do’ and cdfdh ‘did’. There is no contrast between an */e/ phoneme 
and //. Instead the diphthong // could be interpreted as the missing */e/ 
phoneme. 

     /i/ /u/ 
 *  /e/ /o/ ≠ /o/ 

// ≠ // // ≠ // 
___________________________________________________ 

The most correct statement about the distribution of the four diphthongs is to 
say that they only occur word finally. As will be seen below in the examples, a 
diphthong in initial position only occurs in one-syllable words of the shape VV. 
One word has been found which has a phonemic diphthong in medial position 
and that is a clan name. However, there are non-phonemic diphthongs due to 
bleed-through (see 1.5.1 LEFT BLEED-THROUGH RULE). 

Also in words of the shape [(C)V1CV2
V3], where[V1] = []/[]/[∅], e.g. 

[de] ’did’, it is a possibility that [V1] is the same as [V2
V3], since the general 

rule is that [V1] is interpreted as the same vowel as in the following syllable. 
However, it could also be interpreted as [V2], i.e. the same as the nucleus of the 
glide. We have gone with the last option as there are no non-suspect diphthongs 
word medially. 

;cefdh= /d/ [de] ‘did’ */d/ 
__________________________________________ 

                                                 
13 Literally: l`f`,t 'jaw-hole' (see 1.6.1 VOWEL HARMONY IN DIPHTHONGS); also, the 
distinction /o/ and // is under-differentiated. 
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// [] open-mid to near-close, front, unrounded diphthong, occurs in a few 
one-syllable words. 
;dh= // [] ‘1P.EX’ 
;sdh= /t/ [t] ‘died’ 

[e] close-mid to near-close, front, unrounded diphthong, occurs 
elsewhere, word finally. 
;cdfdh= /d/ [de] ‘did’ 
;j`edh= /k/ [ke] ‘blood’ 

We know of one word with a medial //. 

;Cdhl`= /dm/ [dem] ‘a clan name’ 
// [] open to near-close, central to front, unrounded diphthong, occurs 

word finally. 
;c`a`h= /d/ [d] ‘work’ 
; ó̀hè= / / [] ‘deep’ 

/o/ [o] close-mid to near-close, back, rounded diphthong, occurs word 
finally. 
;snt= /to/ [to] ‘hold.NFUT’ 
;xnt= /jo/ [o] ‘not yet’ 
;nt= /o/ [o] ‘watched over’14 

// [] open-mid to near-close, back, rounded diphthong, occurs word 
finally. 
;rnrnt= /ss/ [ss] ‘alive’ 
;chnótó= /d/ [d ] ‘mosquito’ 
;nótó= // [] ‘louse’ 

The diphthongs follow rules of vowel harmony, in that the high front vowel 
is the off-glide of the front and central vowels, and the high back vowel is the 
off-glide of back vowels. 

1.1.2.4 Contrasts, Vowels and Diphthongs 
;sh= /t5i/ [ti] ‘vine’ 
;sd= /t5/ [tæ] ‘to remove’ 
;s`= /t5/ [t] ‘bow’ 
;st= /t5u/ [tu] ‘breast (childish word)’ 
;sn›= /t5o/ [to] ‘to hold’ 

                                                 
14 Mountain dialect. 
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;sn= /t5/ [t] ‘to die’ 
;sdh= /t5/ [t] ‘dead’ 
;s ó̀hè= /t5/ [t] ‘made a noise’ 
;snt= /to/ [to] ‘hold.NFUT’ 

,,, 
;eh=  /i/ [i] ‘to distribute’ 
;ed= // [æ] ‘to burn’ 
;e`= // [] ‘kind of edible greens’ 
;et= /u/ [u] ‘hole’ 
;enó›ó= /o/ [o] ‘to whistle’ 
;en= // [] ‘to rise (mainly about the sun)’  
;edh= // [] ‘burnt’ 
;e`h= // [] ‘file (for sharpening knives)’ 
;enótó= /o/ [o] ‘whistled’ 
;ent= // [] ‘to run’ 

;gnt= /ho/ [ho] ‘taro’ 
;gnt= /h/ [h] ‘seedling’15 

 

1.1.3 Phoneme Alternation 
There are two sets of phonemes among which we see/hear alternation. The 

two groups are: 
/i/ and /u/ 
/b/, /d/ and // 

Only a few words are involved. These are not primarily dialectal variations, 
but vary in all dialects. 

/wudi/ or /widi/ ‘head’ 
/mum/ or /mmi/ ‘earthquake’ 

/bisp/ or /disp/ or /isp/ ‘pineapple’ 
/usuu/ or /usubu/ ‘morning’ (the difference in 
 this word is due to dialects) 

                                                 
15 This is the only minimal pair that we have found. 
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1.2 Suprasegmentals 
Nasalisation, tone, stress and length were investigated, the last three by 

using the CECIL Speech Analysis System (1995) and the Speech Analyzer 
(1998, 2004). Stress and length are predictable; nasalisation and tone are not. 
For examples of graphs produced by these programs see APPENDIX 2 – 
EXAMPLES OF SPEECH ANALYZER AND CECIL GRAPHS. 

Last under this heading there are a few comments about intonation. 

Tone and length are marked in the phonetic writing only where relevant for 
the discussion. Stress is marked on all words in the phonetic writing. 
Nasalisation is always marked on all levels. In the orthography it is marked by 
underlining the last vowel or diphthong of the nasal word. 
 

1.2.1 Nasalisation 
There is phonemic word nasalisation. This means that nasalisation is a 

feature of a word root or of an enclitic (there are no proclitics containing a 
vowel), not a feature of a single vowel phoneme. In the examples below, -rhdó 
(meaning unknown), ,edóhè ‘total’, -g ó̀ ‘genitive’ and -jn› ‘locative’ are clitics. 
The nasalisation of nasalised clitics does not spread to the rest of the word, nor 
does the nasalisation of a stem spread to a non-nasalised clitic. 

dó [æ] ‘3S’ 
edkdó [æ] ‘airplane’ 
rdrdó [ssæ] ‘grass snake’ 
anan›,rhdó [boosiæ] ‘nephew/niece’ (meanings of parts unknown) 
nkn›,edóhè [oe] ‘all-total’ 
`xd,g ó̀ [h] ‘father.GEN’ 
lnrnó,jn› [msko] ‘house.LOC’ 

A suffix, however, takes any nasalisation from the root (there are no prefixes to 
which it could apply).16 

lnó›ó  [mo] ‘to get’ 
lnknó›ó 'lnó›ó,k,nó›ó( [mo] ‘gets/will get’ (get-IR-NPAST) 

                                                 
16 Exceptions are the suffixes /-V/ 'object focus' and /-/ 'plural', e.g. /bi/ 'tie.it', 
and // 'go.up.P', where /-i/ and /-/ when conjugated, are seen to be non-nasal 
/bi/ 'tie.it.FUT' and // 'go.up.P.FUT'. 
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compare 
snan›  [to] ‘to speak’ 
snankn› 'snan›,k,n›( [tbo] ‘speaks/will speak’  (speak-IR-NPAST) 

In a loan word, the nasalisation may stop in the middle of a word. 
g`knó›óv`h [ho] ‘village’ (from Aekyom)17 
dórnk [s] ‘angel’ (from English) 
 

1.2.2 Tone 
There is phonemic word tone. On one, two and three syllable words, the 

contrastive patterns are a fall-rise, a rising, a rise-fall, a falling and a fall-fall 
tone pattern over the word. The fall-rise is by far the most common.18 

cn› [do] ‘to draw (water)’ 
cnrn› [dso] ‘index finger’ 
rhahfh [siii] ‘dirty’ 
l ó̀k ó̀ [m] ‘younger sibling’ 
ldkdjh [mki] ‘dish’ 
c` [d] ‘to dig’ 
`v` [] ‘black-palm’ 
a`k` [b] ‘paddle’ 
g`ahx` [hi.] ‘tail’ 
sabi [si] ‘lizard’ 
rhrhfnó [sisi] ‘children’ 

Unlike stress, tone does not ever change when the word is pronounced in 
isolation. It is, however, possible that the significant contrastiveness is in the 
rising or falling of the last syllable, in which case there are only two contrastive 
patterns instead of five. 

Looking at the stress and tone graphs together, we find that the graphs 
follow each other for the most part. In a few words the graphs diverge for the 
whole word, and in quite a few more words for only a small part of the graphs. 
When the graphs diverge, the tone goes up while the stress (amplitude; see next 
section) goes down. We have found no significance in this; nor is it necessarily 
constant as stress is not a constant feature. 
 

                                                 
17 An unrelated language group to the west. 
18 CECIL analysed 86 words for tone. 
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1.2.3 Stress 
Stress is in this paper defined as loudness. It is to a certain extent 

predictable, and therefore non-phonemic. In addition, stress varies on the same 
word in isolation.19 

j`edh [ke] or [ke] ‘blood’ 
rnrh [ssi] or [ssi] ‘ant’ 

In fact, the data we have is inconsistent. However, in working with one man 
using the Speech Analyzer, the default stress in his speech is on the final 
syllable. Still, in 9% of the words in this paper we can only partly explain why 
the stress is not on the final syllable.20 

Some reasons may be: 
• loan words 

hjnjd [ikkæ] ‘nail (for building)’ 
rtatkt [su] ‘sweet potato’ 
ldkdjh [mki] ‘dish’ 

• words of the form CaCi are often of equal stress, or the first syllable may 
be stressed 
f`kh [i] ‘edible animal’ 
g`ah [hi] ‘afternoon’ 
r`ah [si] ‘lizard’ 

• bleed-through21 
In the two following words it looks as if the stress is on the penultimate 
syllable, where in fact it is on the last. 

ltknó [muu] ‘go.down.FUT’ 
ahfhkd [biiæ] ‘wash.FUT’ 

                                                 
19 CECIL and Speech Analyzer analysed about 300 words for stress. 
20 The words mentioned as examples of varying stress, varied in the speech of the man 
mentioned above, who usually stressed the last syllable. None of the words analysed for 
stress by Speech Analyzer had a sentence final intonation contour, which might have 
been the case for some words done earlier with CECIL. 
Also, in the 9% of words not being stressed on the last syllable, we did not include words 
that this man in one recording stressed on a non-final syllable but on the final syllable in 
another recording. Nor did we include words where the stress perturbation was due to 
bleed-through or non-stressed enclitics. 
21 See 1.5 BLEED-THROUGH. 
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• non-stressed enclitics 
Also, some enclitics do not take stress, e.g. -g ó̀ ‘genitive/control’ and -me 
‘topic marker’. 

Fnch,g ó̀ [dih] ‘God.GEN’ 
dxdó,g`ó [h] ‘big brother.GEN’ 
gtkh ó̀,ld [humæ] ‘night’ 

1.2.4 Length 
Length is non-phonemic. Stressed syllables have longer vowels. An 

utterance final syllable has a very long vowel, independently of stress.22 
rnrh [ssi] ‘ant’ [] is 179 ms long; [i] is 417 ms long 
rnfn [s] ‘breadfruit’ [] is 74 ms long; [] is 483 ms long 
 

1.2.5 Intonation 

There are three main intonation contours. In Konai there is a differences 
between a final and a medial clause (see Årsjö 1998:73). One of the distinctions 
is intonation. 
Statement 

Medial clause level or slightly rising intonation 
Final clause falling intonation 

Question (yes-no) sharp, rising intonation on the last syllable 
Question (WH) falling intonation 

                                                 
22 CECIL analysed 69 words for length. The stress of sosi 'ant' in the CECIL recording is not 
typical (see APPENDIX 2 – EXAMPLES OF SPEECH ANALYZER AND CECIL GRAPHS: SOSI) 
according to the work we did with one man using Speech Analyzer. Still, length does 
vary with stress on a non-final syllable. In the two recordings he did of this word at 
different times, he stressed the word differently, [ssi] (1) and [ssi] (2). The [] in 
(1) is measurably longer than the [] in (2), the ratio between the length of []/[i] in (1) 
is 0.62, while in (2) it is 0.47. 
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1.3 Syllable Structure 
This section has two parts: basic syllable structure and syllable structure 

revised. 
 

1.3.1 Basic Syllable Structure 
There are four basic syllable structures as can be seen in the table below. 

The Konai words are written in orthography. 

one-syll. word word initially word medially word finally 
V n ‘man’ `-s` ‘aunt’ --- --- 
VV dh ‘1P’ --- --- --- 
CV s` ‘bow’ c`-e` ‘bored’ `-an-fnó›ó ‘foot’ ft-rt-ftó ‘morning’ 
CVV cnt ‘fire’ --- --- c`-a`h ‘work’ 

However, phonetically there are also consonant clusters: 

 word initially word medially word finally 
CCV [du] ’is hearing’ [tboi] ’speaking until’ [dæ] ’will do’ 
 /duu/  /tobooi/ /d/ 

These phonetic consonant clusters occur when the following conditions are met: 

/C1V1C2V1/ where C1 is a plosive or the fricative // 
C2 is // 
V1 the two vowels are the same 

 

1.3.2 More on Syllable Structure: Interpreting Vowel Sequences 

This section is about how to interpret vowel sequences and how this 
interacts with the syllable structure of the language. The interpretation is to start 
with based on the basic syllable structures. However, when length was taken 
into consideration two contrastive syllable structures emerged. These things will 
be discussed under the following three headings: diphthongs, semi-vowels and 
palatalisation & labialisation. 

1.3.2.1 Interpretation of Diphthongs 

There are four vowel sequences going from a lower to a higher vowel: //, 
//, /o/ and //. When these occur word finally they are interpreted /VV/ as 
there are no closed syllables in the language. 
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1.3.2.2  Interpretation of the Semi-vowels [] and []  
Inter-vocalically and Word Initially Preceding a Vowel 

Inter vocalic [] and [u] as well as word initial [] and [u] preceding a vowel 
are interpreted as /j/ and /w/ to fit the most common CV pattern. Testing23 how 
people write supports this interpretation. 

jnxn /kj/ [k] ‘who?’ 
sdvd /tewe/ [tæ] ‘knows’ 
v`h /wi/ [] ‘pig’ 
x` /j/ [] ‘to go.P’ 

There is no contrast between e.g. [], [w] and [uw]. All three 
pronunciations give the same meaning ‘pig’. 

A transitional semi-vowel may be inserted between the parts of a compound 
word if the last part starts with a vowel. 

n c`l`kdóxncdh /o dm-j- d/ ‘a believer’ (man true-TRSV-sa- -id) 

As there are four diphthongs //, //, /o/, and //, we needed to find out 
if words like 
[ æ] ‘older brother’ were interpreted as /jæ/ or /jæ/ dxdó 
[æ] ‘father’  /jæ/ or /jæ/ `xd 
[do] ‘hornbill’  /dow/ or /dow/ cn›v` 
[o] ‘older sister’  /wo/ or /wo/ nvn› 

Testing favoured the second solution, giving rise to the spelling in the last 
column above. Also, there are no non-suspect diphthongs word medially. 

See also the next section for other occurrences of the semi-vowels. 

1.3.2.3 Interpretation of Palatalisation and Labialisation 
Palatalisation and labialisation is [i] and [u], respectively, in the following 

position: Ci/uV. Analysis on CECIL and Speech Analyzer, as well as testing of 
how people write, indicate that the degree of palatalisation and labialisation 
varies in degree with the preceding consonant from most, e.g. [dV] and [V], 
to least, e.g. [mi.V] and [fu.V]. However, within that predictable system we 
have found a few contrasts. 

                                                 
23 See APPENDIX 4 – TESTING HOW PEOPLE WRITE, where we explain how we did the 
testing. 
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Palatalisation 
/d/, /t/, /s/, when followed by iV, are interpreted as palatalised, i.e. Ci is 

non-syllabic and the sequence is phonetically [CV], interpreted as /CiV/ and 
written ;BhV=. 

ch` /di/ [d] ‘prawn’ 
sh` /ti/ [t] ‘to sleep’ 
rhn /si/ [s] ‘bird’ 

/b/, /m/, //, /k/, //, /h/, when followed by iV are not interpreted as 
palatalised, i.e. Ci is syllabic and the sequence is phonetically [Ci.V], 
interpreted as /CijV/ and written ;CiyV=.24 

ahx` /bij/ [bi.] ‘stick’ 
lhxdó /mij/ [mi.æ] ‘fish’ 
ehx` /fij/ [fi.] ‘to fall’ 
jhxdh /kij/ [ki.e] ‘pandanus’ 
fhxn› /ijo/ [i.o] ‘eel’ 
ghxdó /hij/ [hi.æ] ‘a vegetable’ 

However, in the first group there is contrast between [sV] and [si.V] and 
between [dV] and [d.V]. 

rhn /si/ [s] ‘bird’ 
rhx` /sij/ [si.] ‘sugarcane’ 

chn /di/ [d] ‘bone’ 
chxn /dij/ [di.] ‘breadfruit’ 

chnó /d/ [d] ‘grass’ 
chxnó /dj/ [d.] ‘kind of parrot’ 

This shows up both on CECIL/Speech Analyzer and in the way native 
speakers write. The segment i is measurably longer in a word they tend to write 
as ;,hxU= than in a word they tend to write as ;hU= (see APPENDIX 3 – 
CiV VERSUS Ci.V AND CuV VERSUS Cu.V). For some words, the difference can 
also be seen in that a word with a longer i segment has two stress tops (see 
APPENDIX 2 – EXAMPLES OF SPEECH ANALYZER AND CECIL GRAPHS: chn ‘bone’ 
and chxn ‘bread fruit’). 
Labialisation 

                                                 
24 The phonetic sequence [iV] only occurs with bleed-through, e.g. ;dkhd= /i/ 
[iæ] 'go.FUT' (see 1.5 BLEED-THROUGH). 
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/k/, //, /h/ when followed by uV, are interpreted as labialised, i.e. Cu is 
non-syllabic and the sequence is phonetically /CV/, interpreted as /BtV/ and 
written ;BtV=. 

jtdx` /kuj/ [k] ‘cassowary’ 
ftn /u/ [] ‘cough’ 
gtdóhè /hu/ [he] ‘water’ 

/m/, //, /d/, /s/ when followed by uV are not interpreted as labialised, i.e. 
Cu is syllabic and the sequence is phonetically [Cu.V], interpreted as /CuwV/ 
and written ;CtvV=.25 

ltvn› /muwo/ [mu.o] ‘reward’ 
etv` /fuw/ [fu.] ‘to break open’ 
ctvn /duw/ [du.] ‘to sit’ 
rtv` /suw/ [su.] ‘tail’ 

Also in this group there is at least one contrast. This is between [duV] and 
[du.V]. 

ctn /du/ [d] ‘spirit/inside’ 
ctvn /duw/ [du.] ‘to sit’ 

1.3.3 Syllable Structure Revised 
Based on the interpretation of vowel sequences we can add a fifth and a 

sixth syllable structure to our list, /CvV/ and /CvVV/. 

 one-syll. word word initially word medially word finally 
V o ‘man’ a.ta ‘aunt’ --- --- 
VV dh ‘1P’ ---  --- --- 
CV s` ‘bow’ c`-e` ‘bored’ `-an-fn› ‘foot’ ft-rt-ftó ‘morning’ 
CVV cnt ‘fire’ ---  ---   c`-a`h ‘work’ 
CvV rhn ‘bird’ shnkt ‘falling  ---   `chn› ‘mother’ 
     asleep’     
CvVV chnótó ‘mosquito’ ---  ---   --- 

There seem to be remarkable gaps in the above chart. The easiest 
explanation is to say that most Konai roots are short, one or two syllables. Most 
CvV and CvVV words are one-root words. In the above chart, shn,k,t ‘sleep-IR-
NFUT’ is affixed, and `,chn› ‘1S-mother’ is a compound/pre-cliticised word, 
which is a more or less frozen form, used in second and third person, too. If we 
                                                 
25 The phonetic sequences *[buV], *[tuV] and *[uV] do not occur. 
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add enclitics, we could fill two of the gaps: dou-ye ‘fire-INSTR’ in the fourth 
row, and chnótó,g ó̀ ‘mosquito-GEN’, in the last row, which would fill two of the 
empty slots in the second column. 
1.4 Consonant Harmony 

Consonant harmony is limited to the phoneme //. When a root starts with 
this phoneme, manifested as [n], it takes no other consonant than itself in the 
rest of the root. 

m`k ó̀ // [n] ‘to write’ 
mdkdó // [næ] ‘strong’ 

A few words starting with [n] have a .f. in them. They are, or probably are, 
affixed with the object focus suffix -gV, a kind of transitiviser. In mnfn ‘your 
friend’ the n- ‘2S’ is a proclitic. 

mnfnkn› /ooo/ [noo] ‘hug.NPAST’ (mn›,fn›,k,n› ‘hug-OF-IR-NPAST’) 
mnfn // [n] ‘your friend’ (m,nfn ‘2S-friend’) 

This rule does not apply to loan words. 
mdjd /k/ [nkæ] ‘net’ 

1.5 Bleed-Through 
Another feature of this language is what we have called bleed-through. It 

means that either of the two high vowels /i/ and /u/ may “bleed” through into 
the next syllable on either side. It occurs within a root as well as over a 
morpheme boundary. 

There are three rules for bleed-through, one for left bleed-through, and two 
for right bleed-through. 

1.5.1 Left Bleed-Through Rule 
Bleeding through a preceding consonant, left bleed-through, gives rise to a 

non-phonemic diphthong that a native speaker is unaware of. In the following 
examples, the first column is the underlying form, written with orthographic 
symbols. 

Underl. form Gloss Orthography Phonemic Phonetic 
f`a`fh neck, front ;f`a`fh= /i/ [i] 
m`ó,k,t eat-IR-NFUT ;mnktó= /u/ [nu]26 

In the first example above, the final /i/ has bled through to the left into the 
previous syllable forming a phonetic diphthong with the preceding //. The 
final /u/ in the next example bleeds through in the same way. 
                                                 
26 Vowel harmony also affects this word (see 1.6.3 VOWEL HARMONY IN VERBS). 
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Left Bleed-Through-Rule: 
∅ → V / V ___ C V 

 [+high]  [-high]      [+high] 
 [αback]           [αback] 

A high vowel bleeds through to the left into the previous syllable forming a 
phonetic diphthong with a preceding low vowel. 

1.5.2 Right Bleed-Through Rules 

Bleeding through a following consonant, right bleed-through, makes the 
following consonant phonetically palatalised or labialised. There are two kinds 
of right bleed-through. The following examples illustrate the first rule. 
 

Underl. form Gloss Orthography Phonemic Phonetic 
jtfn ‘book’ ;jtfun= /ku/ [ku] 
ahfh,k,d ‘wash-IR-FUT’ ;ahfhkd= /biie/ [biiæ] 

In the first example, the /u/ following /k/ has bled through to the right into 
the following syllable, forming a labialised phonetic syllable []. The stem 
final /i/ in the next example bleeds through // in the same way, forming a 
palatalised phonetic syllable [i]. 
 

Right Bleed-Through Rule 1: 

 ∅ → V / VC     ___   V 
  [+high]  [+high]    [-high] 
  [αback]  [αback] 

A high vowel bleeds through to the right into the next syllable giving the 
following low vowel a high onset. 

Another kind of right bleed-through, more rare, is illustrated in the 
following examples. 

Underl. form Gloss Orthography Phonemic Phonetic 
gtk ó̀ld ‘night’ ;gtkh ó̀ld= /hum/ [huimæ] 
tkn› ‘hole/pit’ ;tkhn›= /uo/ [uio] 

Right Bleed-Through Rule 2: 

 ∅ → i / u ___ V 
      [-high] 

The high back vowel /u/ bleeds through // to the right into the next syllable 
giving the following low vowel an [i] onset, or stated in another way, making 
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// palatalised rather than labialised, the sequence *[uV] not being allowed in 
the language. 

A native speaker is more aware of right bleed-through than he/she is of left 
bleed-through. This will be further discussed in 2.3.3 BLEED-THROUGH, HOW TO 
WRITE IT. 
1.6 Vowel Harmony 

Vowel harmony is a feature of this language. It affects what kinds of 
diphthongs are allowed and the phonological shape of many roots. But it is in 
the conjugation of the verbs that it is most visible/audible. VOWEL HARMONY IN 
VERBS is the third and largest section under this heading. Last there is a section 
about minor morphophonemic rules of vowel harmony. 

1.6.1 Vowel Harmony in Diphthongs 

The diphthongs follow rules of vowel harmony, in that the high front vowel 
is the off-glide of the front and central vowels, and the high back vowel is the 
off-glide of back vowels. 

// ;adh= /b/ ‘snake’ /o/ ;snant= /tobo/ ‘r`hc’ 
// ;j`h= /k/ ‘cut.NFUT’ // ;anknótó= /b/ ‘svn’16 

1.6.2 Vowel Harmony in Roots 

Though any combination of vowels may occur in a root, a large number of 
roots have only one kind of vowel. 

f`k` // [] ‘to bite’ 
gdad /h/ [hæ] ‘tree’ 
cnfn› /doo/ [doo] ‘sharpen’ 
chgh /dihi/ [dihi] ‘child’ 
edkdó // [æ] ‘airplane’ 

The phonetic manifestations [] and [], word medially, are interpreted by 
native speakers as the same vowel as in the following syllable. For word initial 
[] see 2.3.1 SOME VOWEL ALLOPHONES, HOW TO WRITE THEM: /V/. 

c`e` /d/ [d] ‘to be tired of’ 
sdldó /tm/ [tmæ] ‘sago thatch’ 

                                                 
27 Under-differentiating. 
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In addition, the phonetic consonant clusters [b], [t], [d], [k], [] and 
[] are not interpreted phonemically as consonant clusters, but as the first three 
segments in /CV1CV1/, where the vowel is the same as in the following syllable. 

gdadkd /hb/ [hbæ] ‘carry.FUT’ 
ctkt /duu/ [du] ‘is hearing’ 
snenkn› /tooo/ [tlo] ‘step.NPAST’ 

1.6.3 Vowel Harmony in Verbs 

Rules of vowel harmony apply especially to the verbs. Based in most cases 
on the last stem vowel, front vowels co-occur with front vowels and back 
vowels co-occur with back vowels. The phoneme // has a foot in each camp. 
There are seven types of verbs, based on that last stem vowel; in the case of 
type 4, also on the vowel of the preceding syllable, which always is a high 
vowel. The following table gives the general picture. A more complete 
description can be found in Årsjö (1998:27-30). There are seven rules 
governing the forms relating to tense below. These will be given in 1.6.3.1 
MORPHOPHONEMIC RULES FOR VOWEL HARMONY IN VERBS. Another rule relates to an 
aspect. 

BASIC FORM PAST PRESENT FUTURE MEANING TYPE OF VERB 
 -i/-u (--)-i/-u/-o (--)-/-/-o17 
/mii/ /mi-i/ /mii--i/ /mii--/ ‘come down’ type 1 
/bs/ /bs-i/ /bisi--i/ /bs--/ ‘fish/angle’ type 2 
/bh/ /bh-i/ /bh--u/ /bh--/ ‘look’ type 3 
/bij/ /bij-i/ /bij--u/ /bij--/ ‘fight’ type 4 
/duu/ /du-u/ /duu--u/ /duu--/ ‘see’ type 5 
/so/ /so-u/ /so--o/ /so--o/ ‘open’ type 6 
/w/ /w-i/ /w--u/ /w--/ ‘attack’ type 7 

Vowel harmony, when triggered by affixation, affects the whole word. This 
is not always reflected in the spelling, however (see 2.3.2 VOWEL HARMONY, 
HOW TO WRITE IT). 

                                                 
28  /--/ IR 

/-i/, /-u/ NFUT 
/-/, /-/ FUT 
/-o/ NPAST 
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1.6.3.1 Morphophonemic Rules for Vowel Harmony in Verbs 
All29 morphophonemic rules are connected with vowel harmony. Most30 of 

these rules apply to verbs and the marking of TAM, especially tense, but in one 
case an aspect. There are two phonological shapes for each suffix indicating 
tense. Rules of vowel harmony determine which variant is chosen for each 
verbal stem. The suffix vowel also affects the vowel(s) in the stem in certain 
ways. We will deal with each rule in turn, starting with Vowel Harmony Rule 1. 

Vowel Harmony Rule 1 
VH Rule 1 applies to the present and future forms of verb types 1, 2, 5, 6 

and 7. Consider the following examples, part of the table above, though 
different verbs have been used: 
Type 1 /bii/ ‘to wash’ ahfh 

/bii*i/ ‘is washing’ ahfhkh 
/bii*/ ‘will wash’ ahfhkd 

 /i/ ‘to break’ f`fh 
/i*i/ ‘is breaking’ f`fhkh 
/i*/ ‘will break’ f`fhkd 

Type 2 /hb/ ‘to carry’ gdad 
/hibi*i/ ‘is carrying’ gdadkh 
/hb*/ ‘will carry’ gdadkd 

Type 5 /du/ ‘to hear’ ct 
/du*u/ ‘is hearing’ ctkt 
/du*/ ‘will hear’ ctkn 

Type 6 /tobo/ ‘to speak’ soan› 
/tobo*o/ ‘is speaking’ snankn› 
/tobo*o/ ‘will speak’ snankn› 

Type 7 /t/ ‘to make’ sofn 
/t*u/ ‘is making’ sofntkt 
/t*/ ‘will make’ sofnkn 

Irrealis mood is signalled by /,,.- Non-future tense (NFUT) is signalled by a 
high vowel /,i/ or /,u/- Future tense (FUT) is signalled by /,/ or /,/. However, 

                                                 
29Bleed-through does occur over morpheme boundaries, but is not limited to that (see 1.5 
BLEED-THROUGH). 
30 There are a few vowel harmony rules affecting other parts of speech. These will be 
described in 1.6.4 MINOR MORPHOPHONEMIC RULES OF VOWEL HARMONY. 
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if a stem ends in /-o/, and if it appears in irrealis mood, the only choice for tense 
is a non-past (NPAST), which could mean either present or future, depending on 
context. 

Vowel Harmony Rule 1: 
 V → V / V+___ 

 [+TAM] [αback]  [αback] 
    [-central] 

The vowel signalling tense in the TAM suffix /,U. varies in backness in 
accordance with the last vowel of the verb stem. 

Vowel Harmony Rules 2 and 3 

If the last stem vowel is // VH Rules 2 & 3 generally apply for the present 
and future forms, respectively. These are the type 3 and 4 verbs excluded under 
the first rule. 
Type 3 /bh/ ‘look’ baha 

/bh*u/ ‘is looking’ baholu 
/bh*/ ‘will look’ bahale 

Type 4 /fij/ ‘fall’ fiya 
/fij* u/ ‘is falling’ fiyolu 
/fij* / ‘will fall’ fiyale 

Vowel Harmony Rule 2: 

 V → u / +__ 
[+NFUT] 

Vowel Harmony Rule 3: 
V →  / +__  
[+FUT] 

For verbal stems ending in // the present TAM-suffix is generally /-u/ 
‘IR.NFUT’ and the future suffix is /-/ ‘IR.FUT’. 
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VH Rule 1 applies absolutely to all verbal stems ending in /i/, /u/, /e/ or /o/. 
In the case of a stem ending in // the rule applies in 95% of the words. In 
words ending in //, VH Rules 2 & 3 apply in about 93% of them. In the rest of 
the words, the rules are in some way violated (see Årsjö 1998:29,30). 

As can be seen in the present forms of type 2, 3 and 4 verbs above, repeated 
below, further rules are needed to explain the vowel changes in the stem, caused 
by the influence of the vowel in the suffix. The three following rules affect the 
whole stem. (See 2.3.2 VOWEL HARMONY, HOW TO WRITE IT to explain the 
discrepancies between phonemic writing and orthography.) 

Vowel Harmony Rule 4 
Type 2 /hebe/ ‘to carry’ hibi*i ‘is carrying’ hebeli 

Vowel Harmony Rule 4: 
 (V)n + → V / __ i 
 [-high]  [+high]   [+TAM] 
 [-back] 

If the last vowel in a verbal stem is //, it and any preceding // will change 
to /i/ when followed by the TAM suffix /,i/ ‘IR.NFUT’. 

Vowel Harmony Rule 5 
Type 3 /bh/ ‘to look’ bh*u ‘is looking’ baholu 
Type 4 /fij/ ‘to fall’ fij* u ‘is falling’ fiyolu 

Vowel Harmony Rule 5: 

 (V)n + → V / __ u 
 [+central]  [+back]   [+TAM] 

If the last vowel in a verbal stem is //, it and any preceding // will change 
to // when followed by the TAM suffix /,u/ ‘IR.NFUT’. 

VH Rules 4 and 5 apply absolutely to all verbal stems meeting the above 
conditions. 

Two more rules are needed to explain the vowel changes taking place in 
type 4 and type 7 stems when the TAM suffix is /,i/ ‘NFUT’ or /,i mi/ ‘IR.NFUT 
NEG’. 

VH Rule 6 
Type 4 /ti/ ‘to sleep’ tia 

.ti*i/ ‘is sleeping/slept’ tiei (sleep-NFUT) 
/ti*i m/ ‘do/did not sleep’ tieli mei (sleep-IR-NFUT NEG) 
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 .suw/ ‘to paddle’ suwa 
.suw+i/ ‘paddled’ suwei (paddle-NFUT) 

VH Rule 6: 
CV(C)+ → CV(C) / __ ()i 
 [+high] 

In a verbal stem ending in //, if the vowel in the preceding syllable is /i/ or 
/u/, the // will change to // if followed by the TAM suffix /,i/ ‘NFUT’ or  
/,i mi/  ‘IR.NFUT NEG’. 

Vowel Harmony Rule 7 

Type 7 /s/ ‘to plant’ rnfn 
/s*i/ ‘planted’ rdfdh (plant-NFUT) 
/s*i m/ ‘do/did not plant’ rdfdkh ldh (plant-IR-NFUT NEG) 

VH Rule 7 is not like any other vowel harmony rule in this language. How 
do you explain the form /s/, when the basic form is /s/? We propose 
VH Rules 7a and 7b. 

Vowel Harmony Rules 7a & b: 
7a) (V)n + → V / __ V 

[-high]  [-back]   [+TAM] 
[+back]  [-central]   [αback] 

If the last vowel in a verbal stem is //, it and any preceding // will change 
to // when followed by the TAM suffix ,V ‘NFUT’, which is as yet “undecided” 
as to which form it will take.31 VH Rule 7b then “makes that decision”. 
7b)   V           → i / + __ 
   [+TAM] 

                                                 
31 The natural choice for the NFUT suffix would have been /-t.. What we really think is 
that the contrast // and /o/ is not fully utilised in the language. Remember that we 
have found only one minimal pair (see 1.1.2.4 CONTRASTS, VOWELS AND DIPHTHONGS). If 
the NFUT suffix /-t. would be used in conjugating type 7 verbs like rnfn giving forms 
like *rnfnt 'plant.NFUT', there would be any number of contrasts between */CVCu/ 
(type 7) and /BUBou/ (type 6) 'verb.NFUT/PAST'. Why that would have been a problem 
we do not know. 
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The non-future tense suffix becomes /-i/ when following on a front vowel in 
the stem. 

All verbs can take /-i m/ as a negative marker, but type 4 and type 7 
verbs are the only verb types where the stem vowels change in a way that is not 
stated earlier. Type 4 verbs are actually covered under VH Rule 6 above. 
 
Vowel Harmony Rule 7c: 

(V)n + → V / __ i m   (applies to segeli mei ‘do/did not plant’) 
[-high]  [-back]   [+TAM] 
[+back] [-central] 

If the last vowel in a verbal stem is //, it and any preceding // will change 
to // when followed by the TAM suffix /,i/ ‘IR.NFUT’ + /m/ ’NEG’. 

Vowel Harmony Rule 8 

VH Rule 8 applies to all verb types and affects all [-high] vowels in the 
verb. The triggering suffix is not a tense suffix but an aspect ditto: /-di/ 
‘PROS’.32 

/d/ ‘to do’ /d--di/ ‘just about to do (it)’  (do.IR.PROS)   cdfdk`ch 
/tobo/ ‘to speak’ /tb--di/ ‘just about to speak’  (speak.IR.PROS) snan›k`ch 
/t/ ‘to make’ /t--di/ ‘just about to make (someth.)’ (make.IR.PROS) s`f`k`ch 
/ti/ ‘to sleep’ /ti--di/   ‘just about to fall asleep’  (sleep.IR.PROS) sh`k`ch 

For spelling rules see 2.3.2 VOWEL HARMONY, HOW TO WRITE IT. 

Vowel Harmony Rule 8: 

(V)n + →  / __ di 
[-high]           [+TAM] 

The prospective aspect suffix /-di/ will change all [-high] vowels in the 
stem to //. It is preceded by /--/ ‘IR’. 

Rules 6-8 apply to all stems meeting the conditions. 
 

1.6.4 Minor Morphophonemic Rules of Vowel Harmony 
Though vowel harmony is mainly seen in the conjugation of verbs it does 

occur in a few places when an enclitic is attached to certain one-syllable words 
with a syntactic or pragmatic function. We will make a rule for each occurrence 
and then finish off with two rules that cover them all. 

                                                 
32 Comrie, Bernard. 1976. Aspect. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, p. 64. 
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de ‘pro-verb’ 
 →  /__-b c`,a`,ad  ‘would have’ 
    [TM] PROV-TM/if/when-TM 
The pro-verb /d/ when followed by the clitic /-b/ ‘ TM/if/when’ will change to 
/d/. 

ke  ‘that’ 
 →  /__-h j`,g ó̀ ‘that.control/because of’ 
    [GEN] that-GEN 
The demonstrative pronoun /k/ when followed by the clitic /-h/ ‘GEN’ will 
change to /k/.  
 →  /__-ko jn,jn› ‘there’ 
         [LOC] that-LOC 
The demonstrative pronoun /k/ when followed by the clitic /-ko/ ‘LOC’ will 
change to /k/.33 

-me ‘topic marker’ 

 →  /__-h jt,l`,g ó̀ ‘this one here’ 
    [GEN] this-TM-GEN 

The pronominal topic marker34 /-m/ when followed by the clitic /-h/ 
‘GEN’ will change to /-m/. 

These rules may be combined into two: VH Rules 9 and 10. 

Vowel Harmony Rule 9: 

 →  /__C 
      [enclitic] 

The vowel in the functor words /d/ ‘pro-verb’ and /k/ ‘that’, as well as the 
clitic /-m/ ‘TM’ will change from // to // when followed by two clitics where 
the vowel is //. 

Vowel Harmony Rule 10: 

 →  /__ko 
        [LOC] 

                                                 
33 Nasalisation is lost in this particular form of this word. 
34 There are three forms of the topic marker; -ba 'if/when'; -me 'topic marker', used on 
nasalised pronominal forms; -be 'topic marker', used elsewhere, including nasalised 
nouns. 
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The vowel in the demonstrative pronoun /k/ will change from // to // 
when followed by the locative clitic /ko/. 

-gV  ‘object focus’ 
One more rule comes to mind. The object focus suffix, a kind of 

transitiviser, is -fU. The vowel varies in harmony with the stem vowel(s). 

/k/ ‘to cut, e.g. grass /k-i/ ‘to cut’, e.g. hair 
/s/ ‘to plant’ /s-u/ ‘to plant something special’, 
   e.g. bananas 

Vowel Harmony Rule 11: 

V →  V / V+ __ 
      [αback]  [+VERB] 
    [αback] 

The vowel in the object focus suffix -fU varies in harmony with the 
vowel(s) in the verb stem. The central vowel // sides with the front vowels 

2 Orthography 
The Konai language is mainly written in a way that closely follows the 

phonological structure of the language. In most cases it is the phonemic rather 
than the morphophonemic form that is written. The correspondence between 
phoneme and orthographic representation is shown below. Any deviations from 
this are explained in 2.3 SPELLING RULES. Phonemic nasalisation is written; 
phonemic tone is not.35 
2.1 Phonemic and Orthographic Inventory 
/   b d    h i k  m  o p s t u w j / 
;` a c d e f g h j k+m l n n› o r s t v x= 
;@ A C D E F G H J M L N N› O R S T V X= 

 

                                                 
35 Rules and Woodyards proposed the first orthography in 1985 (Rule & Woodyard 
1985). They revised it slightly in 1990 (ibid. 1990). We revised it in 1995 and again in 
2005 (Årsjö & Årsjö 1995a and ibid. 2005). The main change in these revisions has had 
to do with the phoneme [o]. The question has been if it is a diphthong /ou/ or a plain 
vowel /o/. Proposed symbols, if it is interpreted as a plain vowel, have been, ;n9= (R. 
& W. 1990) and ;n›= (Årsjö & Årsjö 2005). See also 2.2 ORTHOGRAPHIC CHOICES 
NEEDING EXPLANATIONS: /o/. 
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2.2 Orthographic Choices Needing Explanation 
//  [n] word initially, incl. clitics ;n= over-differentiating, based on testing 
  ;n`k ó̀hè= // [n] ‘wrote’ 
  ;nnfn= // [n] ‘your friend’ 
  ;anknó,nn›= /bo/ [bno] ‘good-only’ 

   [], [], []  <l> elsewhere 
  ;snln›= /too/ [to] ‘hold.NPAST’ 
  ;ltlnó= /mu/ [muu] ‘go down.FUT’ 
  ;elie= /ie/ [iæ] ‘go.FUT’ 
  ;sele= /s/ [sæ] ‘money’ 

/j/   [] inter-vocalically and ;y= conforming to PNG languages 
 word initially before V 

;gty`= /huj/ [hu] ‘kind of palm tree’ 
;ye= /j/ [æ] ‘string bag’ 

/o/ [o] ;oû= 

Native speakers perceive this phoneme as a glide, which they want to write 
;nt=, but as it contrasts with a real /o/ it needs to be distinguished, and this 
is the symbol we came up with. 

;toboû= /tobo/ [to] ‘to say’ 
;snant= /tobo/ [to] ‘said’ 

/o/ [o] word finally ;ou= under-differentiating,  
// [] word finally ;ou= based on testing 

We have found only one minimal pair. 
;gou= /ho/ [ho] ‘taro’ 
;gou= /h/ [h] ‘seedling’ 
;cou= /do/ [do] ‘fire’ 
;ciou= /di / [d] ‘mosquito’ 

2.3 Spelling Rules 
2.3.1 Some Vowel Allophones, How to Write Them 

/o/   [], [], [Ø] preceding syllable             ;o=  common consent 
                               with /o/ 

 ;soan›= /tobo/ [to] ‘to say’ 
 ;cokn›= /doo/ [do] ‘draw.NPAST (water)’ 
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This means that we do not write e.g. /tobo/ and /doo/ as *;soûan›= and 
*;coûkn›=- 
/V/ [] word initially ;a= testing 

Due to vowel harmony a word medial [] is interpreted as the same vowel 
as in the following syllable by native speakers. There is no reason to think that a 
word initial [] would be anything else. However, a majority when tested write 
this vowel as ;`=. 

<aguo> /u/ [] ‘moon’ 
<aweki> /wki/ [ki] ‘knife’ 
<ama> /m/ [m] ‘to fill’ 

/i/ [] word initially   ;e= testing 
  preceding syllable with  /i/ 
  <eli> /ii/ [i] ‘is going’ 
  <ediba> /idib/ [di] ‘tomorrow’36 

2.3.2 Vowel Harmony, How to Write It 
Vowel harmony is actually a feature of the word. However, in spelling of 

verbs that have been affixed, the spelling sometimes reflects the spelling of the 
unaffixed stem. Only type 2, 3 & 6 verbs are affected by this spelling rule. (See 
1.6.3.1 MORPHOPHONEMIC RULES FOR VOWEL HARMONY IN VERBS.) In most, if 
not all, other cases the vowel harmony is reflected in the spelling. 

Type 2 verbs; present tense & prospective aspect 

;hebe= ‘to carry’ gdad,k,h ‘carry-IR-NFUT’ ;hebeli= /hibii/ [hi] 
;bese= ‘to fish’ adrd,k,h ‘fish-IR-NFUT’ ;beseli= /bisii/ [bsi] 

However, as in all languages there are exceptions for very common words. 
One such is the verbal clitic -odili ‘is saying’, which would have been spelled 
 *-odeli, if spelled as other type 2 verbs. 
<-ode>  ‘to say’  damale-y-o de-l-I  ‘believes’  <-odili> /- dii/ [ di] 
   ‘true-TRSV-sa- -y-IR-NFUT’ 
  ‘says true’ 

;dege=‘to do’ cdfd,k,`ch ‘do-IR-PROS’    ;degeladi= /ddi/ [ddi] 

Type 3 verbs, present tense 

;baha=‘to look’ aaga,k,t ‘look-IR-NFUT’ ;baholt=37 /bhu/ [bhu] 

                                                 
36 In one village the pronunciation is [ii] 'is going' and [idi] 'tomorrow'. 
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;gasa=‘to stalk’ f`r`,k,t ‘stalk-IR-NFUT’;gasolu=   /su/    [su] 

Type 6 verbs, prospective aspect 
;toboû=‘to speak’  snan›,k,`ch ‘speak-IR-PROS’  ;toboûladi=/tbdi/ 
                                   [tbdi] 

2.3.3 Bleed-Through, How to Write It 
Left bleed-through: basic rule – not written; native speakers unaware of it 

;a`f ó̀fh= /bi/ [bi] ‘tied.it’ 
;s`gnktó= /thu/ [thu] ‘shoot.NFUT’38 

Verb type 7 in present tense is an exception, e.g. togo-l-u ‘make-IR-NFUT’. 
;togoukt= /tu/ [tu] ‘make.NFUT (something)’ 

Right bleed-through: basic rule, nouns – written, native speakers aware 
verbs – not written, native speakers mostly  
            unaware 

;kuisi ai= /kuis/ [kisi] ‘iron wood’ 
;sile= /si/ [siiæ] ‘cook.FUT’ 

In one form of one very common verb elie ‘will go’ the bleed-through is 
written. 

;i= ‘to go’ h,k,d ‘go-IR-FUT’ ;dkhd= /i/ [iæ] 

The initial [] is an allophone of /i/. In one village they do not seem to have 
this allophone of /i/, i.e. they say this word as [ii], indicating that the rest of 
the language has changed. However in the change the bleed-through got left 
behind and is therefore written.39 
 

2.3.4 Nasalisation, How to Write It 

Nasalisation contrasts on word level, not on syllable level. 
A word is either nasal or non-nasal (1-11) 
A clitic is either nasal or non-nasal; it does not take its nasalisation from 
the stem it is attached to (7-10) 
Suffixes take their nasalisation, if any, from the stem they are attached to 
 (5, 6) 

                                                                                                             
37 The sequence */u/ is not allowed in the language (e.g. */bhu/), not even in 
writing. 
38 Rules of vowel harmony also apply. 
39 See 2.3.1 SOME VOWEL ALLOPHONES, HOW TO WRITE THEM. 
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In loan words, nasalisation may stop in the middle of a word (11) 

A nasalised word is marked on the last vowel or diphthong. The symbol 
used is an underline. This is a relic from the days of APCM/ECP(NG), which the 
speakers of the language have chosen to keep in preference to a word final 
;m=. 

No. Underl. form40 Gloss Orthography Phonemic Phonetic 

1 diho ‘eye’ ;diho= /dh/ [dih] 
2 miye ‘fish’ ;miye= /mij/ [mi.æ] 
3 bolo ‘good’ ;bolo= /b/ [b] 
4 soû ‘to open’ ;soû= /so/ [so] 
5 soû-l-oû ‘open-IR-NPAST’ ;soloû= /soo/ [soo] 
6 ama -i ‘fill-NFUT’ ;amai> /m/ [m] 
7 Godi-ha ‘God-GEN’ ;Fnchha= /dih/ [dih] 
8 eye,ha ‘older brother-GEN’ ;eyeha> /jh/ [h] 
9 s`,mn›,fei ‘one-only-total’ ;s`mn›fei= /to/ [tnoe] 
10 moso,jn› ‘house-LOC’ ;mosojn›= /msko/ [msko] 
11 v`h dojh ‘(pig) donkey’ ;v`h dojh= /w dki/ [ dki] 

2.3.5 Tone, Not Written 
Phonemic tone is not written. There are a few minimal pairs where tone is 

the only difference, but context usually solves this potential problem. 

;`v`= /awa/ [] ‘black palm’ 
;`v`= /awa/ [] ‘kind of fish’ 

;cn›v`= /dowa/ [do] ‘horn bill’ 
;cn›v`= /dowa/ [do] ‘cooking fork’ 
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Appendix 1 – Sample Text 
/tubo wbo t/    (phonemic transcription) 

/tu  hi d   hi t mom mo im  tu kh w 
duu | w hbij kh wmo duu  tu kh tw | km  
didd tw  k  w hbij kko bo  w kh oo  
hijd d  tu kh suw kko umo |   tu wl s  
d   hobo  wd  swis t hobo   doou  wi kh j   
jm m dmo tobo |  kuo d |   doouyd tobo  
kmo | tu  km   k w m dibiko i ti   b 
di suuui duu | w timo duu  di w tto k hb i 
 w kj to  mwi suuudi  kdil hh d i  mwi suuu
 kdil tisi  w  tii m | u dmo  tou kh w duu  
 duub k kh w toom dmo duu  tu kh k k 
diii   wii doou  w tm hu too  w kh tu  
kko tobo | m bed |   bui  mwi suuudi  kdil 
ti humo duub w tmo duu wb k ki i 
oomo hu tmo duu  wb mwi suuudi  kdilmoko 
oo hijd d  w kh mwi suuudi  kdil wmo ss 
bibm sumo | di km osi  mwi suuudi  tko u ijsi
wbo tubo kdile ji  wbo tubo di m to / 

;Snftdhan› V`han› S ó̀= (transcription in orthography) 

;Snftdh dó gdfhd cdfdh- D gdfhd s` lnó›ól` m`k ó̀ln› ehl ó̀hè- Snftdh j`g ó̀ 
v`h ctft+ v`h g`ahx` j`g` `v`hln› ctft- Snftdh j`g` s`v`h+ jdóld 
m ó̀chc`cd s`v`h- Jdkdfd d v`h g`ahx` jnjn› ane ó̀hè- V`h j`g ó̀ fnenó›ó 
ghxdcn cdfdh- Snftdh j`g ó̀ rtv` jnjn› fnknftln›+ dó snftdh vnkn r`f ó̀hè 
cdfdh- M ó̀ gnan› ó̀ vnc`- R`vhrhd s` gnan› ó̀ m ó̀ cnfn›ftkn- V`h j`g`ó 
xdóhè- Xnól` ldh cdfdln› snant+ m ó̀ jtfn› cdfdhedóhè ó̀ m ó̀ cnfn›ftkxncd 
snant- Jdfdln›+ snftdh dó j`l` ent- Jdkdfd v`h dóld chahjn› dkhd shdh- 
N anknótó chkhd rtktft`kh ctft+ v`h shk`ln› ctft- Chkhd v`h s`fdsn› mdjd 
gdadkd ehkdóhè- V`h mdjdxd snt- Lnvh rtktft`ch n jdóchkhd gngnó cdfdkd h- 
Lnvh rtktftv`ch n jdóchkhd sh`rhdh- V`h dó shdkh ldh+ ftdó cdfdln›- 
Snftdh j`g ó̀ v`h ctft- Dñ ctftad mdjd j`g ó̀ v`h snkn›l` c`k`ln› ctft- 
Snftdh j`g ó̀edóhè mdjd jdó ch`ehfh- Dñ v`hedóhè cnfn›ft- V`h sdkdl` g`ft ó̀ 
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snent- V`h j`g ó̀ Snftdh jnjn› snant+ !M`ld anknedóhècn+ m ó̀ ó̀ anknft ó̀hè-! 
Lnvh rtktft`ch n jdchkhd shdh g`ft ó̀ln› ctftad+ v`h s`e`k`ln› ctft- 
V`had mdjd j`fhkd ehk ó̀ enfn›ln› g`ft ó̀ s`e`k`ln› ctft- V`had lnvh 
rtktft`ch n jdóchkhdlnjn› fnenó›ó ghxdcn cdfdh- V`h j`g ó̀ lnvh 
rtktft`ch n jdóchkhd v`k`ln› r`r`f` aha`l` rtln›+ chkhd j`l` en›rhdh- 
Lnvh rtktft`ch n s ó̀kdjn› etfn ehx`rhdh- V`han› Snftdhan› jdóchkhd xdóhè- 
V`han› Snftdhan› chkhd lnfn s`mn›edóhè-= 

‘A Story about the Rat and the Pig’  (free translation) 
‘The rat was hungry. He thought about his hunger and what to eat. He saw a pig, 
and he saw the pig’s tail moving. The rat thought it could be eaten. So he sunk his 
teeth into the pig’s tail. The pig became very angry. The rat having bitten his tail, he 
(the pig) wanted to kill him. “You cannot kill me. Another time I can help you.” The 
pig laughed. Having laughed he said, “How can you help me?” So the rat ran away. 
Then the pig went and slept in the bush. Two men walking around saw him lying 
there. The two of them threw a net on top of him. The pig was trapped by the net. 
The two hunters rejoiced. They slept. The pig did not sleep, he was afraid. The rat 
saw him. He saw the net trapping the pig lying there. That little rat helped the pig by 
tearing the net. The pig came out, stood up and walked. The pig said to the rat, “You 
are truly good, you rescued me.” When the two hunters got up from their sleep, they 
saw the pig standing there. They saw that the pig had torn the net, cast it off, risen 
and was now standing there. He was very angry with the two hunters. He got ready 
to attack them and chasing them, they ran away. The hunters jumped and fell into 
the river. The pig and the rat laughed. They became very good friends.’ 
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Appendix 2 – Examples of Speech Analyzer and CECIL Graphs 
moso ó ‘house’ 

 

rnfn ‘breadfruit’ 
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cnrn› ‘index finger’ 

 

cdrdx` ‘upper arm’ 
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g`ah ‘afternoon’ 

 
shan ‘flying fox’ 
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`v` ‘black palm’ 

 
`v` ‘a fish’ 
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rnrh ‘ant’ 

 
rnfn ‘breadfruit’ 
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chn ‘bone’ 

 
chxn ‘breadfruit’ 
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Appendix 3 – CiV versus Ci.V and CuV versus Cu.V 
Using Speech Analyzer (1998) and CECIL (1995) we measured the -i-/-u- 

segment in milliseconds (COLUMN A), in relationship to the –i/u(.)V segment 
(COLUMN B) in words of the shape Ci/u(.)V and figuring out the ratio between 
them (A/B). 

   COLUMN A COLUMN B 
 WORD GLOSS -i-/-u- -i/u(.)V A/B 
i.V [bi.] ‘stick’ 0.2255 0.5427 0.42 

[di.o] ‘breadfruit’ 0.1741 0.5421 0.32 
[di.o] ‘a parrot’ 0.1532 0.5247 0.29 
[i.] ‘to fall’ 0.1686 0.4668 0.36 
[hi.] ‘pitpit’ 0.1951 0.5621 0.35 
[m.] ‘fish’ 0.1495 0.5111 0.29 
[si.] (1) ‘sugarcane’ 0.1960 0.5621 0.35 
[si.] (2) ‘sugarcane’ 0.1865 0.5674 0.33 

iV [d] ‘prawn’ 0.0380 0.3765 0.10 
[d] ‘bone’ 0.0668 0.4078 0.16 
[d] ‘grass’ 0.0493 0.3553 0.14 
[so] ‘bird’ 0.0795 0.4278 0.19 
[t] (1) ‘sleep’ 0.0434 0.3800 0.11 
[t] (2) ‘sleep’ 0.0496 0.3620 0.14 

u.V [du.] ‘to sit’ 0.1457 0.4813 0.30 
[fu.]  ‘to break open’ 0.1129 0.4614 0.24 
[mu.o] ‘reward’ 0.1172 0.5297 0.22 
[su.]  ‘tail’ 0.2429 0.5168 0.47 

uV [d] ‘spirit/inside’ 0.0487 0.3984 0.12 
[] ‘cough’ 0.056 0.42641 0.13 
[he] ‘water’ 0.059 0.649 0.09 
[kj] ‘cassowary’ 0.0388 0.4881 0.08 

                                                 
41 CECIL measured length with three decimals, Speech Analyzer with four.  
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Appendix 4 – Testing How People Write 
Over the years we have studied how native speakers of Konai write their 

own language. This has sometimes been done rather informally, e.g. by just 
looking how people write stories. Sometimes we have set up a formal test 
situation. The excerpt below (about procedure) is from a report written early on 
in our program, describing several such test situations. We have done the same 
thing many other times with different people taking part. 

The best testees are people who have learnt to read and write in their own 
language and therefore are not so distracted by the English and Tok Pisin 
orthographies. Most of our testees in the excerpt below, and later too, had learnt 
to read in English or Tok Pisin. Still, much of what we know about Konai 
phonology, we have learnt from these and other people taking part in later 
writing or testing sessions.42 

During our almost two years in the Konai language we have noted some problems 
with the orthography developed by Rules and Woodyards. To find out (about) 
native speaker reaction we did some … testing. This testing was done November 
20-23, 1995 in the village of Dahamo. The areas covered were: 

nasalisation, how and where marked diphthongs 
(the sound) [o] (the diphthong) [u] versus [Å/ç] 
semi-vowels vowel harmony involving diphthongs  
palatalisation    and/or nasalisation 
labialisation assorted spelling issues 

The testees were the grade 5 and 6 students at the Dahamo Community School as 
well as five literate adults. The test was done on 38 Konai words. 7 of these 
occurred twice to check on consistency of testees. That gave a total of 45 words. 
These were divided into three lists (A, B, C) with 15 words in each. Minimal pairs 
were used to check certain features. (Then) both words of the pair were kept within 
the same list but not next (to) each other. The seven duplicate words were spread 
over the three lists, two or three on each list. … 

The three lists of words were recorded on a cassette by Soti (Domoû), a Konai 
speaker, speaking the Dahamo dialect. He said each word four times. After 
arrangement with the head master the school students (older teen-agers most of 
them) wrote one list three successive mornings. Each session took 30-45 
minutes. … 

The adults wrote all three lists during a morning session in our house. This was 
followed by a discussion about orthography. … 

                                                 
42 When we worked in the Sepik among the Ama people, we also studied how people 
wrote. That was a different situation from Konai, because there most people did not 
know how to read and write in any language before they learnt to read and write their 
own. Their intuitive feeling was not distracted by other orthographies. Based on their 
writing we changed the orthography after eight years in the language (Årsjö & Årsjö 
1981). 
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There were 29 students all together in grade 5 and 6. Of these four were non-native 
speakers of Konai and therefore not counted. One student did not show up for the 
last list, list C. As will be described under viability some testees were omitted in the 
results due to poor writing. This was judged for each list separately. … 
All this taken together gave us 23 valid grade 5 & 6 testees for list A and B, and 18 
valid testees for list C. There were no problems with the adults. All (lists from the 
five) testees were valid. We only regret that not more adults were available (but we 
have done much testing since of adults). 
An earlier orthography testing for the Konai language was carried out in July 1994. 
That test was done on 10 words/expressions. The testees were the grade five 
students at the Dahamo Community School (19 valid lists from these testees) and 7 
literate adults. At that time we did not know that some of the students were not 
native Konai speakers, so no adjustment was made for that. That test covered the 
following areas: 

nasalisation front- & mid-vowel quality 
vowel harmony semi-vowels 
stress/tone (the sounds) [h] (and) [n] ([h]) 
labialisation (the sounds) [n] (and) [] 
palatalisation back-vowels … 

Two criteria were used to decide viability: 1) “Recognisability” - are the (written) 
words … recognizable? and 2) Consistency - in writing the duplicate words. The 
consistency looked for was an absolute consistency for each of the seven words that 
were written twice. That turned out to be hard, so in deciding on viability more 
attention was given to recognisability. 
On the basis of the earlier orthography testing it was decided that in looking at each 
list separately at least half of the list, 7.5 words, needed to be recognizable for that 
person’s list to be included in the test. On this basis two students were omitted from 
list A and B with figures varying between 7 and 3. From list C six students were 
omitted with figures varying between 6.5 and 0. Of these all but one had 0% 
consistency on the duplicate words. One of them had 14% consistency ( one word 
out of seven). The consistency was figured on all seven duplicate words spread over 
the three lists. 
Of the students whose lists were included in the test results, 23 for list A and B and 
18 for list C, their recognisability figures varied between 15 and 8.5, with 78% of 
the lists with 12 or more words recognizable. 22% of the lists had all 15 words 
recognizable. The consistency figures varied between 43% (3 of 7 words) and 0%. 
All lists from (the) five adults were valid. Their recognisability figures varied 
between 15 and 11, with 93% of the lists with 12 or more words recognizable. 60% 
of the lists had all 15 words recognizable. The consistency figures varied between 
100% and 14%. 

… (Årsjö & Årsjö 1995b). 

When we had all the lists, we just counted how many wrote this or that way 
and figured out percentages. You could get input into phonological as well as 
orthographical problems. A couple of examples from the preliminary findings 
in the above report: 
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Interpretation of [] occurring between vowels 

Nov.1995 ViV ViyV VyV 
Grade 5&6 5% 32% 53% 

Adults 7% 17% 70% 
V is always a low vowel (ibid.). 

The above figures suggest that [] in that position is interpreted as a consonant. This 
has been confirmed by more testing. 

Nasalisation – how do they perceive nasalisation and how and where can it be 
marked? 

(How) 

July 1994 Unmarked VN V 
Grade 5&6 57% 43% 0% 

Adults 80% 17% 3% 
 

Nov.1995 Unmarked VN V 
Grade 5&6 66% 29% 4% 

Adults 55% 15% 30% 

The shift towards more underlining is probably due to an increased use of written 
Konai between the two tests using the orthography suggested by Rules and Woodyards, 
where nasalisation is marked by underlining the nasalised vowel. There was a pre-
school, and we also used written Konai quite a lot (ibid.) 

(Where) 

Nov. 1995 First syllable 
only 

Last syllable only More than one 
syllable 

Grade 5&6 12% 83% 6% 
Adults 8% 92% 0% 

From the above data on nasalisation, it seemed to us that the intuitive way to 
interpret nasalisation was/is that the final sound in a nasal word is a nasal 
(alveolar/dental) consonant.43 There has been very little discussion about where 
the marking of nasalisation should occur, but in talking about how to mark it, 
people have decided that they want to mark nasalisation by underlining the last 
vowel/diphthong in a word as was proposed in the first orthography. 

These two areas of testing have later been confirmed by more testing. 

                                                 
43 43% of the school children, who had not been taught to read in Konai, wrote 
nasalisation as ;m=- 
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